DICTATORSHIP: THE ROAD NOT TAKEN
FDR’s inauguration took place at the lowest point of the Great Depression. With unemployment
soaring and banks collapsing, public fear was so great that many were ready to support
sweeping emergency powers for the new President. Dictatorship was on the rise overseas.
Indeed, March 1933 was the moment when fascist leader Adolf Hitler consolidated power in
Germany. And while Hitler was viewed with concern by many Americans, some expressed
admiration for the Italian dictator Benito Mussolini.
As the inauguration approached, influential voices called for granting Roosevelt unprecedented
authority to ignore Congress and even the Constitution. Nationally-syndicated newspaper
columnist Walter Lippmann told his readers, “A mild species of dictatorship will help us over the
roughest spots in the road ahead.” The liberal Catholic magazine Commonweal asserted FDR
should have “the powers of a virtual dictatorship to reorganize the government.” Alfred E. Smith,
the Democratic Party’s 1928 presidential candidate, reflected (with some exaggeration) that
during World War I “we wrapped the Constitution in a piece of paper, put it on the shelf and left
it there until the war was over.” The Depression, he felt, was a similar “state of war.”
On Inauguration Day, the New York Herald-Tribune ran an approving headline: “For Dictatorship
If Necessary.” Other newspapers sounded similar notes in their coverage. The immense crowd
at the inauguration gave its greatest applause when FDR said he was ready to assume
extraordinary powers if Congress failed to act against the emergency. Eleanor Roosevelt found
the reaction “a little terrifying,” realizing the public would do whatever FDR wished.
Though talk of dictatorship was in the air, FDR chose the path of persuasion and democratic
action, not coercion.
The documents contained in this selection are from the collections of the Franklin D. Roosevelt
Presidential Library and Museum and are intended to reflect the many sides of this issue.

Document #1:
Page from rough draft of FDR’s radio speech to the American Legion, March 6, 1933
Master Speech File
Roosevelt’s first radio speech as President was a March 6 address to the annual convention of the
American Legion. In an early draft of the speech, an aide included a passage in which the
President asserted his “right” as “commander-in-chief” to “command you in any phase of the
situation which now confronts us.” These startling words—suggesting extra-constitutional
powers—were edited out before Roosevelt made his address.

Document #2:
Reading copy, FDR’s radio speech to the American Legion, March 6, 1933
Master Speech File
The final reading copy of FDR’s radio speech to the American Legion on March 6, 1933 does not
include the startling passage—included in an early draft—about his “right” to “command” the
Legion in the current crisis. In the end, FDR asked only for the Legion’s “support” for his
legislative program.

Document #3:
Adolf Hitler, My Battle, abridged and translated by E. T. S. Dugdale Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1933
FDR Library Book Collection
In one of the great coincidences of twentieth century history, Roosevelt and Adolf Hitler assumed
power at nearly the same moment in 1933. This is FDR’s personal copy of the 1933 English
translation of Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf. This edition was edited and published in America at the
time when Hitler was coming to power. The edition failed to include the sweeping anti-Semitism of
the original.
Unlike many others in America and Europe, Roosevelt had few illusions about the new German
Chancellor. Fluent in German, FDR was familiar with the original German language version of
Mein Kampf. He wrote in longhand on the book’s flyleaf: “This translation is so expurgated as to
give a wholly false view of what Hitler really is or says—The German original would make a
different story.”

Documents #4 and #5:
N.M. Schenck to Stephen T. Early, March 11, 1933
FDR to William Randolph Hearst, April 1, 1933
President’s Official and Personal Files
In April 1933 publisher and film producer William Randolph Hearst released an MGM feature film
titled Gabriel Over the White House. Hearst believed America needed a dictator to lead it through
the crisis of the Great Depression. His film presents an approving picture of a fictional American
president who dissolves Congress, declares martial law, and creates an “Army of Construction”
to rehabilitate the nation.
Hearst sent the script for his film to FDR and correspondence indicates Roosevelt and others
screened an early version of the film at the White House and made suggestions for revisions.
Document #4 is a March 11, 1933 letter to White House press secretary Stephen Early from MGM’s
president that refers to certain “objectionable features” that would be removed from the film.
Document #5 is an April 1, 1933 letter from President Roosevelt to Hearst in which FDR notes that
he is “pleased” with changes made in the movie.

Documents #6, #7, #8, #9:
Howard Atterburg to FDR, March 9, 1933
Alpheus Geer to FDR, March 8, 1933
J.H. Meaux to FDR, March 11, 1933
Joseph T. O’Neill to FDR, March 5, 1933
President’s Personal File
Hundreds of thousands of Americans wrote FDR congratulatory letters after his Inaugural
Address. Many writers commented favorably on his promise to assume “broad executive power”
similar to that of a wartime president, if necessary. Though FDR never claimed such powers,
public reaction to his words provides a sense of the fear and panic in the nation in March 1933.

